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Abstract—This paper investigates a type of attacks on a
cognitive radio (CR) network, most active band (MAB) attack,
where an attacker or a malicious CR node senses/determines
the most active band within a multi-band CR network and
targets this band through a denial of service (DoS) attack.
We propose a countermeasure strategy, coordinated concealment
strategy (CCS), to counter the MAB attack. Our results show
that CCS significantly outperforms CR’s inherent capability of
signal/interference avoidance under a MAB attack. We also
introduce power control in CCS to further improve the coun-
termeasure performance in terms of the percentage of survival
nodes.

Index Terms—Cognitive radio, denial of service attack, most
active band attack, cognitive interference.

I. INTRODUCTION

COGNITIVE radio (CR) offers great potentials for adap-
tive networks and dynamic spectrum access for enhanced

spectrum utilization [1]. However, there are security vulner-
abilities in CR networks. In the physical layer, a secondary
or CR node first senses the channel environment to determine
spectrum holes, which is subject to attack with an attacker
manipulating the network environment. In access behavior or a
medium access control (MAC) layer, misuse (e.g., misbehavior
CR, selfish CR or cheating CR [2]) could occur due to the flex-
ible or open access mechanisms in CR networks. In [2] to [5],
behavior and MAC layer threats are considered in investigating
CR network security. For CR physical layer threats, various
attacks including DoS attacks and countermeasures have also
been investigated in [6-13]. [6] discusses the issue of attacks
due to CR malfunctions or misconfigurations (e.g., operation
policies modified by attackers). Attacks from a malicious
agent are investigated in [7]. Attacks can occur due to selfish
behaviors of some CR nodes for unfair advantages in using
spectrum [8]. It is also noted that the vulnerability of CR
networks can be due to the fact that even weak attack signal
levels could significantly disrupt a CR network [9] as spectrum
sensing (low signal level detection) is an essential part of CR
operations. DoS attacks and countermeasures in multi-channel
CR networks have been reported in [10]. Frequency hopping
based countermeasure techniques have been also studied [11],
[12]. In fact, CR has its inherent signal/interference avoidance
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capabilities through its spectrum sensing function. Finally,
while security strategies or a security sub-layer is introduced
in a wireless standard [9], it is still unable to address the DoS
security threats [13].

In this paper, we examine a type of DoS attacks and evaluate
its impacts considering a multi-band CR network. In this
attack, a malicious CR node or agent senses and monitors
the signal activities over each band (e.g., spectrum sensing
through energy detection) and then, attacks (with intentional
interference) the band which has the most signal activities
(e.g., the highest energy level) to achieve its maximum attack
outcome. The band under attack could have either primary
or secondary users. We refer this as the most active band
(MAB) attack. We further introduce a countermeasure method
against the MAB attack, known as coordinated concealment
strategy (CCS). Our results show that CCS outperforms the
CR signal avoidance feature/technique. We also consider the
power control capability in CR nodes to achieve improved
CCS countermeasure performance. Notice that such a MAB
attack scenario could occur in a public service radio network
with both legacy nodes (e.g., primary nodes) and cognitive
radio nodes, where a malicious agent or node exploits the
spectrum sensing and cognitive engine capabilities to launch
most effective DoS attacks. It is therefore important to explore
and develop potential MAB attack countermeasures.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the MAB attack in a cognitive radio network. The
coordinated concealment strategy is introduced in Section
III and its performance results are presented in Section IV.
Conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. MOST ACTIVE BAND ATTACK

A. Most Active Band Attack

We consider NP primary nodes and NS secondary nodes
(CR nodes) operating in a M -band CR network. In each band,
C is specified as the maximum user or node capacity, implying
that the maximum number of nodes which can be allocated
within a band is C. We assume that feature detection based
spectrum sensing is implemented in each secondary node so
that all the secondary nodes avoid bands with primary nodes.
The number of bands with primary nodes (primary bands) is
assumed to be MP and the number of vacant bands (secondary
bands) is assumed to be MS (MP +MS = M ). We consider
a denial of service (DoS) based attack and an attacker or
a malicious CR node emits intentional interference on one
or several bands and denies the services in those bands. To
maximize its impact, the malicious node targets/attacks the
band(s) with the most signal activities (energy levels). In this
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paper, we consider a scenario in which the malicious node
attacks one band at a time and it is referred to as a most
active band attack. This can also be seen as a type of cognitive
interference which has the spectrum sensing (energy detection)
and cognitive engine capabilities to determine the band with
the most signal activities. The following equation describes
the band (band i∗) a MAB attacker (a malicious CR node)
selects to target,

i∗ = {i | max
i∈{1,2,...,M}

(

NS∑
j=1

|hj |2xij +

NP∑
k=1

|hk|2xik)} (1)

where
MS∑
i=1

xij = 1 ,

MP∑
i=1

xij = 0 (2)

MP∑
i=1

xik = 1 (3)

and xij ∈ {0, 1}, xik ∈ {0, 1}. xij = 1 indicates that
secondary node j operates in band i and xij = 0 indicates
otherwise. |hj | represents the channel gain between the at-
tacker and node j. Similarly, xik = 1 indicates that primary
node k operates in band i and xik = 0 indicates otherwise.
|hk| represents the channel gain between the attacker and
node k. As described in Eq. (1), the MAB attacker targets
the most active band (i∗) among all M bands through energy
level comparisons. Eq. (2) specifies that a secondary node
operates in one secondary band only and does not interfere
with primary bands. Eq. (3) denotes that a primary node
operates in one primary band only. Furthermore, the following
equation specifies the node capacity consideration in each
band,

NS∑
j=1

xij ≤ C ,

NP∑
k=1

xik ≤ C (4)

B. Impacts of Most Active Band Attack

As a DoS based attack, a MAB attacker could potentially
target either a secondary band or a primary band depending on
primary/secondary user activity levels. When a MAB attacker
targets one primary band, the primary nodes under attack are
unable to avoid the attacker since they have no spectrum sens-
ing and reconfiguration capabilities. When a MAB attacker
targets one secondary band, the secondary nodes under attack
could hop to other bands to avoid the attacker. However, the
MAB attacker could follow the secondary nodes due to its
energy detection (spectrum sensing) capabilities. Therefore,
this CR’s inherent signal/interference avoidance capability
is no longer effective in countering a MAB attack. During
the process of signal/interference avoidance (band change),
significant amount of control signaling occurs (e.g., request,
acknowledgement and channel setup, etc.), which reduces
communication efficiency and introduces extra synchroniza-
tion complexity. The conventional frequency hopping [11],
[12] based methods (e.g., band hopping) are also no longer
effective, since the MAB attacker can follow the CR to its
new operating band. Notice that the MAB attack is a realistic
and significant threat. First, with its cognitive capability, a

MAB attacker is able to launch targeted attacks. Second,
its impact can be substantial as CR’s inherent interference
avoidance capabilities or existing anti-attack methods are no
longer effective in countering MAB attacks.

For performance evaluations under MAB attacks, we cal-
culate the number of surviving nodes (e.g., nodes which
are not in a targeted band) over the total number of nodes.
We use AS

i,i∗(j) and AP
i,i∗(k) to denote that whether a sec-

ondary/primary node is under attack, respectively.

AS
i,i∗(j) =

{
1, xij = 1 ∩ i = i∗

0, otherwise
(5)

AP
i,i∗(k) =

{
1, xik = 1 ∩ i = i∗

0, otherwise
(6)

The percentage of surviving secondary nodes and primary
nodes, VS and VP , can be obtained by VS = (

∑NS

j=1(1 −
AS

i,i∗(j)))/NS and VP = (
∑NP

k=1(1 − AP
i,i∗(k)))/NP respec-

tively. Further, the percentage of the total surviving nodes in
the network, V , can be obtained by

V =

∑NS

j=1(1−AS
i,i∗(j)) +

∑NP

j=1(1−AP
i,i∗(k))

NS +NP
(7)

Notice that only active primary nodes and active secondary
nodes are considered in the network model and in the perfor-
mance metric (Eq. (5), (6), and (7)).

III. MAB ATTACK COUNTERMEASURES

In this section, we introduce a MAB countermeasure, known
as the coordinated concealment strategy. The objective of
CCS is to minimize the number of nodes in the targeted
band, which maximizes the number of surviving nodes. In
the presence of a MAB attacker, in CCS, a few secondary
nodes converge to a single band to create a most active band
(e.g., highest energy level). This band will be attacked by the
malicious CR node (a MAB attacker) and those secondary
nodes will be sacrificing nodes. All remaining secondary nodes
and all primary nodes will operate in other bands and will be
surviving nodes. It is seen that the basic idea of the CCS
algorithm is to use the sacrificing nodes as a cover to conceal
the signal activities of the surviving nodes. In the CCS process,
due to the channel gain variability (|hj | and |hk| in Eq. (1))
of each node, different nodes have different contributions to
the energy level in each band (signal activities seen by the
MAB attacker). The CCS algorithm or the selection of the
sacrificing nodes are described as follows.

max(VS) ≡ min
AS

i,i∗ (j)

NS∑
j=1

xi∗j (8)

s.t.
NP∑
k=1

xi∗k = 0 (9)

NS∑

j=1

|hj |2xi∗j +

NP∑

k=1

|hk|2xi∗k ≥
NS∑

j=1

|hj |2xij +

NP∑

j=1

|hk|2xik

∀i ∈ {1, 2, ...,M}
(10)

MS∑
i=1

xij = 1 ,

MP∑
i=1

xij = 0 (11)
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MP∑
k=1

xik = 1 (12)

NS∑
j=1

xij ≤ C ,

NP∑
k=1

xik ≤ C (13)

In Eq. (8), the objective is to maximize the system perfor-
mance metric VS . This is equivalent to minimizing the number
of nodes in the targeted band (AS

i,i∗(j) as in Eq. (5)). This
objective is subject to protecting all primary nodes from a
MAB attack (Eq. (9)). Eq. (10) denotes that the energy level
(signal activity) of the targeted band is greater than that of
other bands. Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) specify that each secondary
node operates in one secondary band only and each primary
node operates in one primary band only. Eq. (13) defines
the node capacity in each band. For channel gains, |hj| and
|hk|, we consider the impact of both a path loss exponent
and channel fading attenuations. We denote rj as the distance
between a secondary node j to the MAB attacker and rk as
the distance between a primary node k to the MAB attacker.
We assume that rj and rk follow the distributions bellow [14],

Pr(rj) =

{
2rj

R2−R2
0
, rj ∈ [R0, R]

0, otherwise
(14)

Pr(rk) =

{ 2rk
R2−R2

0
, rk ∈ [R0, R]

0, otherwise
(15)

With the MAB attacker being in the center and R being the
radius of a circular grid of a CR network, which includes
all the nodes and the attacker. Also, there is no node presence
within a radius R0 around the center (attacker). In implement-
ing CCS, the distances between nodes and the attacker (rj
and rk) can be estimated based on signal strength information
[15], [16]. Notice that radio localization (attacker localization)
plays an important role in CCS implementation and some
related studies of attacker localization have been reported in
[5] and [17]. A central agency or node can be used to collect
the signal strength information and perform optimizations
in determining sacrificing nodes and, if power control is
implemented, required transmit power levels. Also notice that
we consider symmetric channels (forward/reverse links) and
the CR-attacker link strength information is obtained based on
the attacker-CR link information.

As described in the CCS algorithm, the channel gains
and node distributions play important roles in determining
the CCS performance. Our objective is to maximize the
number of surviving nodes. The CCS algorithm as defined
in (8) through (13) can be further improved by incorporating
power control in the secondary nodes. This is to increase
the transmission power levels of some secondary nodes, thus
reducing the number of sacrificing nodes needed in CCS. The
CCS algorithm with power control can be defined using (8)
through (13), substituting (10) with

NS∑

j=1

|hj |2xi∗jPj
+

NP∑

k=1

|hk|2xi∗k ≥
NS∑

j=1

|hj |2xijPj
+

NP∑

j=1

|hk|2xik

∀i ∈ {1, 2, ...,M}
(16)
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Fig. 1. (a) Survival percentage of primary nodes; (b) Survival percentage of
secondary nodes. The number of frequency bands M = 6; Total 50 primary
nodes are in one band; Maximum node capacity of each band C = 50.

In addition, we have the following constrains in implementing
the power control.

PL ≤ ∀Pj ≤ PU (17)

NS∑
j=1

Pj = NS (18)

where Pj presents the transmit power of secondary node j.
In Eq. (16), we consider Pj when calculating the energy level
(signal activity) of each band. Eq. (17) specifies the power
control range of a secondary node, considering an allowed
maximum power level (PU ) and a minimum power (PL). The
minimum power level is specified to satisfy a transmission
performance requirement. The total transmit power in the
network (all secondary nodes) is assumed to be a constant
(Eq. (18)).

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present the countermeasure performance
of the proposed CCS methods. The results are obtained using
Matlab simulation. The geographical locations of primary and
second nodes are determined following Eq. (14) and (15)
with R = 1000 m and R0 = 10 m. We place an attacker
in the center of a simulated network, considering a six-band
CR network (M = 6) where 50 primary nodes (NP = 50)
are operating within one band (MP = 1). The capacity of
each band, C, is assumed to be 50. The number of secondary
nodes (NS) varies from 20 to 250. The channel gain is
assumed to include a path loss with exponent of 3 with Raleigh
fading. Notice that there are several essential elements in a CR
network, including the dynamics of primary users (on/off or
presence/absence) and a spectrum sensing process. This paper
investigates DoS attack countermeasures or strategies after
successful spectrum sensing or primary user determinations
(identifications of channels occupied by primary nodes). In
Fig. 1, we investigate the countermeasure performance consid-
ering different network sizes (the number of secondary nodes)
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Fig. 2. Survival percentage of all nodes. The number of frequency bands
M = 6; Total 50 primary nodes are in one band; Maximum node capacity
of each band C = 50.

and present the survival percentage of primary nodes and
second nodes respectively. Four curves are plotted in Fig. 1(a),
which correspond to a conventional CR network (with signal
avoidance features), a CR network with CCS, a CR network
with CCS and power control (3 dB power range), and a CR
network with CCS and power control (10 dB power range).
Fig. 1(a) shows the survival percentage of primary nodes,
which indicates that a significant performance improvement is
achieved with CCS as compared to the conventional CR signal
avoidance capabilities. Further performance improvement can
be obtained with power control in CCS. As illustrated in the
figure, when NS = 100, the primary node survival percentage
increases from approximately 60% (signal avoidance), 75%
(CCS), 85% (CCS with 3 dB power control), to 95% (CCS
with 10 dB power control).

Fig. 1(b) shows the survival percentage of secondary nodes
and the performance changes significantly when the network
size varies. When the network size is small (smaller NS), the
primary band is the most active band and it is under attack,
which leads to a high secondary node survival percentage.
When the number of secondary nodes increases, there are
enough secondary nodes to conceal the primary nodes and
the secondary nodes survival percentage becomes low. Further
increases of secondary nodes improve the secondary nodes
survival percentage as many secondary nodes are concealed
by some sacrificing secondary nodes. It is important to notice
that, as shown in Fig. 2, the total survival percentage of
primary nodes and secondary nodes improves consistently
with CCS and CCS plus power control. When NS = 250, the
total primary node and secondary node survival percentage
improves from approximately 80% (signal avoidance), 95%
(CCS), 97% (CCS with 3 dB power control), to 99% (CCS
with 10 dB power control).

We consider a cooperative CR network in which, at a given
time, there will be some sacrificing nodes in order to protect
survival nodes. Due to the nature of random distributions
and movement of SUs and the effect of channel fading, a
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Fig. 3. (a) Outage percentage of secondary nodes; (b) Outage percentage
of primary nodes. The number of frequency bands M = 6; Total 50 primary
nodes are in one band; Maximum node capacity of each band C = 50.

SU node can be ”randomly” selected as a sacrificing node
(following a network optimization process). This, to a certain
extend, inherently addresses the issue of fairness among all
SUs. Notice that a SU node’s status as a sacrificing or survival
node also changes with time, which effectively relates to the
SU outage probability, as shown in Fig. 3(a), due to being a
sacrificing node. The primary node performance in terms of
the outage probability is shown in Fig. 3(b), which illustrate
the performance improvement due to CCS and power control.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce a MAB attack and investigate
its impacts on a CR network. We then proposed a MAB
attack countermeasure, CCS. Numerical results show that
CCS outperforms CR’s inherent signal/interference avoidance
feature. Furthermore, power control is incorporated in the CCS
method to enhance the MAB countermeasure performance.
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